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DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTERISTICS 

Neutro-Clean® It is important that all floors and surfaces, specially satin floors (oxidating floors), es-

tamped floors, quarry Stone, slab Stone, mosaics, vitropisos, porous floors, require preventive an 

unexpensive cleaness. It has to be efective and to offer a nitid surface, free of álcalis and sulfates 

that water contains. So dust and ordinary filth.  

The Neutralizer is used to: 

 Cleaning concrete surfaces or derivatives as maintenance. 

 Washing of the surface after the application of the oxide with Satin-Arkyx® in order to neutrali-

ze the same acid, encapsulating it so that it does not continue working in the slab. 

 Cleaning to avoid residues of scale due to the water used for cleaning. Then the application of 

the Varnish Sealer Arkyx® can be continued. 

 

APLICATION AND USE 

 Satin Stained Floors: a) One day after of the proceder, mix up a quarter  of liter(1/4 gal) of  Neutro-

Clean® in a 19lt (4gal) bucket. Then pour out on the floor extending it with floor squeegee or brush. 

Repeat this, procedure as necessary to cover the total area to clean. Then rinse with water until the 

surface were enougt clean. Wait at least 3 days so the area be quite dry to apply Varnish-Sealer Uret-

hane Arkyx® for daily maintenance use oil for Shiny floor® , as much as you consider is requarred. Do 

not leave more than 10 minutes.  

 

 Stamped Concrete Floors: One day after the stamped, remove the releaser powder with ware house 

broom, deposit it into disposable bags. Then follow the same process for Satin Stained Floors as des-

cribed above in step a).  
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MANAGMENT, STORAGE, CAUTION AND SECURITY  

It’s important protect the product of not ordinary climates, keeping it in a close place and well ubícated, 

avoiding bad diligences and attention for longer container and product duration. Thus, it’s useful life endu-

res more than 13 months if the product remains in the original container with the unsealed lid. Do not mani-

pulate this product with extra components to avoid its good use, for that; you should know the concrete 

floor historical to ensure and succesful and good use of this product.  

The quality of our products is supervisated in respect of it’s distribution an election of the different colors, 

it’s very important follow the instructions to carry out an final and hopefully finish job. If you don’t keep it 

the results could vary over the surface even with the kind of cemento r the actual concrete floor. 

INFORMATION AND RECOMMENDATION  

*Use work clothes for application and protection of eyes, hands and other members, do not leave within 

reach of children, in case of eye contact rinse thoroughly with water and seek medical attention. *All mate-

rial is inspected before embarkation, the manufacturer ARKYX® is not responsible for expenses that arise in 

the installation, sale or resale, time and use of the product, freight charges, shipping and will be at the risk 

and expense of Buyer, each recommendation made by the manufacturer is based on own research and ex-

periences that are emerging in areas of work in general. 
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TECHNICAL DATA 

*Straight from the container 1/4 de Liter is mixed fot a bucket (19lt) of water, covers about 20sqf(=20m2) 

*Physical State: Líquid / Odor: Any / Toxicity: Any 
*Mixed in water: Yes 
*Flammable: No 
*Feautiring: Quarter liter, liter y gallon 

*Color: Semi trasnparent 

Properties:% Total purity as NaHCO 3 99.0 - 101.0% NaHCO 3 93.0 - 99.0% Na 2 CO 3 residual Less than 4.0. 

The PH of a solution of 5.0 g in 100 ml of water must be less than 8.6 Losses on drying Maximum 0.25% 

Chlorides Maximum 0.015% Sulfur expressed as Sulphates Maximum 0.015% Iron Maximum 5 ppm Alumi-

num Maximum 2 ppm Arsenic Maximum 2 ppm Heavy metals Maximum 2 ppm Presence of ammonia Nega-

tive 

CAUTION  

Keep out of reach of children. Protect this product from  

moisture. Rinse your hands before and after using the product.  

Use masks and avoid contact with eyes, using lenses, if this  

happens wash with plenty of water for 20 minutes.  

And consult your doctor immediately. 

Queda al 100% bajo la responsabilidad del comprador el giro o uso del producto, para sus propias necesidades y gustos. 

SISTEMAS ARKYX®  

Solidaridad #700 Local No.15 entre Tepic y Camelia Col. Libertad C.P. 83130 

Hermosillo Sonora, México. Tel.:(662)2186462 ventas@arkyx.com |www.arkyx.com 
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http://www.arkyx.com

